STATEMENT OF OPPOSITION
TO AMERICAN AQUAFARMS
In Frenchman Bay

We, the undersigned, fish in the waters in and around Frenchman Bay. We are opposed to the Norwegian owned American Aquafarms proposal for salmon pens in the bay because of concerns about the impacts on our livelihood, including but not limited to:

The loss of prime fishing ground for lobster, scallops and shrimp

Increased fishing pressure that will result on adjacent fishing grounds

Loss of gear from service vessels and related support activity

Navigational conflicts

Water pollution from discharge systems, waste, and feed as well as the potential for significant fuel spills all threatening habitat for the bay fisheries

Disturbance to the ocean bottom around the pens

Lowering the potential for a comeback to the historical fisheries of the Bay including the recent shrimping fishery that centered inside the bay on these two deep water holes.

An unwanted disruption to our way of life and to the environment that we work in.
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